


Monday: Can you write the plural of these words? Remember, sometimes 
you need to add –s and sometimes you need to add –es. Can you put the 
words into the correct jar for their word ending?

show 
answers

-es -s

How many more words can you think of to go in each jar?



Tuesday: Can you turn the words in these sentences into plurals?

I went to two weddings at the same church. à I 
went to two weddings at different ________.

I played on the climbing frame. à I played on 
the climbing ______.

To clean my pet, I use one brush à To clean my 
pet, I use two _____.

The witch had one black cat. à The _______ 
had three black ____.

show 
answers

Can you think of your own sentence for someone at home to 
change to make one of the words into a plural?

churches



Wednesday: Can you sort the words on the coins into plural and 
singular? 

How many more words can you think 
of to go in the plural treasure chest?

toothbrushes

ship

tables

cakes

mouse

moles

pencilplate

housescarrot

plural singular



Thursday: Can you unscramble these plural words, using the pictures to help 
you? 

pbrsuensaiht
ebusc lhsels

khccsi

ispecsexosb

ansnaab

manalsi

Can you write a sentence using each of these words?



Friday: These children have forgotten to change the words in their 
sentences to plurals! Can you write their sentences correctly, using 
plural words? 

Then hold your spelling game!
Well done Year 1!

I am so happy 
because my mum 

says I can have two 
ice cream. 

I have to remember 
lots of spelling.

After dinner, I am 
going to wash up 

the dish.

I ate all the bowl
of porridge.
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